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Numerical Modeling of Dynamic Loss in
HTS-Coated Conductors Under
Perpendicular Magnetic Fields
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3

Quan Li, Min Yao, Zhenan Jiang, Chris W. Bumby, and Naoyuki Amemiya4

Abstract—High-Tc superconducting (HTS)-coated conductors5
are a promising option for the next-generation power devices. How-6
ever, their thin-film geometry incurs dynamic loss when exposed7
to a perpendicular external ac magnetic field, which is difficult8
to predicate and estimate. In this paper, we propose and verify a9
numerical simulation model to predict the dynamic loss in HTS-10
thin-coated conductors by taking into account their Jc –B depen-11
dence and I–V characteristics. The model has been tested on a12
SuperPower YBCO-coated conductor, and we observed a linear13
increase of dynamic loss along the increasing field amplitude after14
the threshold field. Our simulation results agree closely with ex-15
perimental measurements as well as an analytical model. Further-16
more, the model can predict the nonlinear increase of dynamic loss17
at high current, while the analytical model deviates from the mea-18
surement results and still shows a linear correlation between the19
dynamic loss and the external magnetic field. In addition, we have20
used this model to simulate the distributions of magnetic field and21
current density when dynamic loss occurs. Results clearly show the22
flux traversing the coated conductor, which causes dynamic loss.

Q1
23

The distributions have also been used to analyze the dynamic loss24
when the transport current and the magnetic field increase indi-25
vidually, while the other factor remains constant. The simulation26
analysis on dynamic loss is done for the first time in this paper, and27
our results clearly demonstrate how dynamic loss changes and its28
dependence on transport current and magnetic field.29

Index Terms—Coated conductor, current distribution, dynamic30
loss, magnetic field distribution, perpendicular magnetic field.31

I. INTRODUCTION32

DYNAMIC loss occurs when a superconductor carrying33

dc transport current is exposed to an external alternat-34

ing magnetic field [1]–[3]. This is particularly important to35

high-Tc-superconducting (HTS)-coated conductors, which have36

emerged as a promising option for the next-generation power37

devices, such as rotating machines [5]–[7] as well as associated38

flux pumps [8]–[11], fault current limiters [12]–[14], and power39
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cables [15]–[18]. However, dynamic loss is difficult to predicate 40

and estimate, since it only occurs under certain conditions that 41

depend heavily on transport current and external magnetic field. 42

This makes accurate prediction of dynamic loss a critical issue 43

which has a high impact on the thermal stability of HTS devices. 44

The mechanism of dynamic loss has been explained by [1]– 45

[4]. Analytical models have been proposed to calculate dynamic 46

loss [3], [19] and experimental work has been done on dynamic 47

loss measurements [20]–[23]. However, there is still a require- 48

ment for accurate modeling of the flux and current distributions 49

within the coated conductor wire when dynamic loss occurs. 50

This is important to explain the physical origins of dynamic 51

loss, and to accurately predict its magnitude. 52

This paper introduces a numerical model developed for this 53

purpose. By applying this model, we have simulated the dy- 54

namic loss of a SuperPower YBCO-coated conductor. The mod- 55

eling results are compared with the calculated values from an 56

analytical approximation, as well as experimental measurements 57

of the same coated conductor. Detailed analyses are presented 58

based on results obtained across a wide range of transport cur- 59

rents and ac magnetic field amplitudes. Furthermore, we have 60

simulated the distributions of magnetic fields and current density 61

within the coated conductor wire, which clearly demonstrates 62

the change of dynamic loss. Through this study, we achieved a 63

numerical model to analyze dynamic loss, the results of which 64

can be used to enable the design of effective and efficient cryo- 65

genic cooling systems of HTS applications. 66

II. NUMERICAL MODELING 67

The numerical model was developed using the T formulation, 68

which is based upon the current vector potential T [24]–[26]. 69

Unlike the modeling of bulk superconductors [27]–[29], the 70

thin-strip approximation of the superconducting layer has been 71

applied, since the HTS-coated conductor comprises a thin film 72

(typically ∼1 μm) of superconducting material, which results 73

in a very high aspect ratio (w/ts) in an order of 103 and the 74

thickness can be neglected [30]–[34]. The governing equation 75

of the electromagnetic field in a coated conductor is derived 76

from Faraday’s law as 77

− ∂

∂y

1
σsc

∂T

∂y
= − ∂

∂t

(
μ0ts
2π

∫
1

y − y′ ·
∂T

∂y
dy′

)
− ∂B⊥

∂t
(1)
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Fig. 1. (a) Transport current J, magnetic field B, and definition of coordinates
of an HTS-coated conductor, and (b) modeling of the HTS-coated conductor
under magnetic field B along its cross section (width: 2 w, thickness: ts ).

where y is the coordinate in the lateral direction of the coated78

conductor, σ is the conductivity, ts is the thickness of the super-79

conductor layer, and B⊥ is the perpendicular component of the80

external magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 1. The current vector81

potential T is defined by the current density J as J = ∇× T .82

There are two terms on the right side of the equation, of which83

the first one is the time derivative of the self-magnetic field gen-84

erated by the transport current given by Biot–Savart’s law, and85

the second one is determined by the external magnetic field.86

The superconducting property is determined by the power law87

E–J characteristic. The equivalent conductivity of the coated88

conductor is derived by89

σsc =
J

E
=

Jn
c

Ec
J1−n =

Jn
c

Ec
(∇× T )1−n (2)

where Ec = 1 × 10−4 V·m−1 . Ohm’s law with this equivalent90

conductivity is used as the constitutive equation as J = σscE.91

When a coated conductor carries a dc transport current under an92

ac magnetic field, the dc current It occupies the superconducting93

layer with width 2iw in the center of the coated conductor,94

leaving the rest with width (1−i)2w free on both sides [3].95

Therefore, the dynamic loss Q can be calculated by96

Q =
∫ (1+i)w

(1−i)w
JEtsdy =

∫ (1+i)w

(1−i)w

J2

σsc
tsdy (3)

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the experimental system for the measurement of
dynamic loss in an HTS-coated conductor, and (b) picture of the system with
an ac magnet and an sample holder (left), and a cryogenic container (right).

where i is the ratio between transport current It and critical 97

current Ic . 98

The current density J is a sheet current as indicated in Fig. 1 99

and its distribution (J profile) along the cross section of the 100

HTS-coated conductor can be described as J(y, t) at moment t. 101

The perpendicular magnetic self-field distribution at the same 102

moment Bs(y, t) can be obtained by Ampere’s law 103

Bs (y, t) =
μ0

2π

∫ 2w

0

J (u, t) du

y − u
(4)

and the total magnetic field distribution (B profile) is 104

Bs (y, t) =
μ0

2π

∫ 2w

0

J (u, t) du

y − u
+ Bpeaksin (2πft) (5)

where Bpeak is the amplitude of the external perpendicular mag- 105

netic field and f is the frequency. 106

III. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT 107

The experimental system we used to measure the dynamic 108

loss is shown in Fig. 2. The system consists of a custom-built 109

ac magnet, which generates a uniform dipole ac magnetic field 110

up to 100-mT peak within the sample region, and a dc current 111

supply that provides 0–300 A to simulate transport current at 112

various load rates. Voltage taps were attached along the wire 113

with a length of 50 mm in between, and the wires were arranged 114
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TABLE I
SPECIFICATION OF THE SUPERPOWER YBCO-COATED CONDUCTOR

Self-field critical current Ic (A) 105.3

Critical current density Jc (×1010 A/ m2 ) 2.63
n-value 22.5
Coated conductor width (mm) 4.0
HTS layer thickness (μm) 1.0
Substrate thickness (μm) 50.0

in spiral geometry to cancel introduced induction [35]. A picture115

of the experimental system is shown in Fig. 2(b), including116

(from left) the ac magnet, a cryogenic container to maintain the117

operational temperature at 77 K, and the power supply. Time-118

averaged dc voltages were measured using a Keithley 2182119

nanovoltage meter at different transport currents. The voltages120

along with the corresponding transport currents were used to121

calculate the dynamic losses. The same set of data was also122

used to calculate the dynamic resistance of the sample, and the123

results can be found in [20].124

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSES125

The numerical model was tested on an HTS-coated conductor126

manufactured by SuperPower, Inc., which is 4 mm wide com-127

prising a 1-μm thin film of YBCO material. Its self-field critical128

current Ic is 105.3 A at 77 K on the 1-μV/cm criterion, and129

n-value is 22.5. The full specification of the HTS-coated con-130

ductor was listed in Table I. A wide range of transport current It131

from 10% to 90% Ic was simulated, and an external magnetic132

field of 26.62 Hz was applied perpendicular to the plain of the133

HTS-coated conductor with a magnitude varying between 0 and134

100 mT.135

A. Validation of the Numerical Model136

The simulation results, along with the measurement results,137

are presented in Fig. 3, in which the dynamic losses are normal-138

ized by the length of the HTS-coated conductor so that all the139

data obtained from simulation and measurement are compara-140

ble. Fig. 3 also plots the calculated values in solid black lines141

based on an analytical method derived from [19], [20] as the142

equation143

Q =
2wfLI2

t

IC
(B⊥ − Bth) (6)

where f is the frequency of the external magnetic field, L is144

the length of the coated conductor (unit length in this paper),145

B⊥ is the perpendicular external magnetic field, and Bth is the146

threshold field, which is given by147

Bth = Bp

(
1 − It

IC

)
(7)

where Bp is the effective penetration field of the coated conduc-148

tor [36], [37], and It/Ic is the load rate of the coated conductor.149

Bp is determined by the B value at the maxima of the Γ curve150

defined by Γ = QBI/B2 , where QBI is the Brandt expression151

for the theoretical magnetization loss in a superconducting thin152

Fig. 3. Comparison of the dynamic losses between experimental measure-
ments, numerical simulation, and analytical expression of (6). The load rate
(It/Ic ) is set at (from top to bottom) 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90%. An ac magnetic
field was applied at 26.62 Hz from 0 to 100 mT.

film exposed to an ac magnetic field [38]. The maxima of this 153

curve can be obtained as 154

Bp = 2.4642
μ0JC ts

π
(8)

where Jc is the current density determined by Ic/(wts) and ts 155

is the thickness of the superconducting layer. 156

At transport currents between 10–50% Ic as presented in 157

Fig. 3(a)–(c), it can be clearly observed that the simulation 158

results, the measurements, and the analytical expression show 159

close agreement throughout the range of the tested magnetic 160

field. The dynamic loss follows a linear correlation with the 161

amplitude of the external magnetic field after the threshold field 162

Bth , which is in accordance with the results presented by [21], 163

[23], [39]. Both the analytical expression and the numerical 164

model can predict the onset of dynamic loss correctly, and depict 165

the loss increase accurately. 166

At higher transport currents of 70% and 90% Ic in Fig. 3(d) 167

and (e), the dynamic loss maintains its linear increase after the 168

threshold field, but deviates from this linear correlation and in- 169

creases rapidly at high field amplitudes. This can be clearly 170

observed at the transport current of 70% Ic when the magnetic 171

field amplitude rises above 80 mT, and at 90% Ic above 40 mT. 172

The rapid increase arises due to the field dependence of the 173

critical current density Jc (B). In this case, the conductor Ic is 174

temporarily reduced below the dc transport current for a short 175
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period of each cycle and flux flow loss arises leading to a rapid176

increase of the dissipated power [20], [40]. The analytical ex-177

pression (see (6)) does not describes this nonlinear increase,178

since it does not include the influence of the field dependent179

Jc (B). Consequently, its result is always linear to the field am-180

plitude, as demonstrated by the black solid lines in Fig. 3. By181

considering the field dependent Jc (B), our numerical model182

can effectively simulate the rapid increase of the dynamic loss.183

At 90% Ic , through simulation, we found that the dynamic loss184

nearly doubles when B increases by 10 from 40 mT, then doubles185

again within the next 10 mT increase. Measurement results are186

a little smaller than simulation since the n-value of the sample187

may drop in strong magnetic fields, but the patterns of nonlinear188

increase are in accordance. Experimental data beyond this point189

are not available, since this rapid increase of loss risks “burning190

out” the samples, which did happen during our measurements.191

Therefore, the numerical model is of special importance un-192

der this extreme condition, when experimental measurement is193

difficult, or even impossible, to carry out.194

B. B and J Profiles195

Distributions of magnetic field (B profiles) and current density196

(J profiles) of the HTS-coated conductor can be obtained from197

the numerical model using (5). One example is presented in198

Fig. 4, when the coated conductor is carrying a transport current199

of 50% Ic in an ac magnetic field of B = Bpeak sin(2πft) with200

Bpeak = 20 mT. B and J profiles are plotted for the two specific201

moments when the external magnetic field reaches its positive202

and negative peak values (B = +Bpeak in dash-dot lines, and203

B = −Bpeak in solid lines). The enclosed area between these204

curves represents the hysteretic flux change within one cycle205

of the periodic B curve. In addition, the B and J profiles in the206

absence of an ac external magnetic field are plotted in dash lines207

as a reference. The B profiles obtained from our numerical model208

agree closely with the theoretical expression in [41]. During each209

cycle, the magnetic flux within the shadowed area between the210

two B profiles travels from region (1) to (2) when the magnetic211

field increases from −Bpeak to +Bpeak , then further travels212

from region (2) to (3) when B drop backs to−Bpeak . Eventually,213

the flux traverses the HTS-coated conductor and causes dynamic214

loss. The width of the shadowed area is proportional to the215

transport current, and it is 50% of the total width 2 w in the case216

of 50% Ic .217

The J profile shows that the dc current is flowing within the218

shadowed area, which maps the effective region of the HTS-219

coated conductor to carry the transport current It . The rest of220

the HTS-coated conductor is occupied by shielding currents221

induced by the external ac magnetic field. The dc current profile222

includes variations arising due to field-dependent Jc (B) and the223

increased magnetic field causes a reduction in Jc , which can be224

observed at either edge of the coated conductor. The B and J225

profiles obtained from simulation enable clear observation and226

explanation of dynamic loss.227

C. Dependence of Dynamic Loss: Current Effect and228

Field Effect229

Both magnetic field and transport current can heavily influ-230

ence dynamic loss [1], [2], which we describe here as “field231

Fig. 4. (a) Distribution of magnetic field (B profile) and (b) distribution of
current density (J profile) of an HTS-coated conductor, at the transport current
of 50% Ic under a magnetic field of B = Bp eak sin(wt) with Bp eak = 20 mT.
The solid lines (blue) are obtained when the external magnetic field reaches its
negative peak (B = −Bp eak ), and the dash-dot lines (red) are at the positive
peak (B = +Bp eak ), with the dash lines (black) at Bp eak = 0 (no external
magnetic field) as reference. The shadowed part in (a) indicates the area that
contains the magnetic flux traversing from region (1) through (2) to (3), which
maps the shadowed belt in (b) where dc current flows and dynamic loss occurs.

effect” and “current effect” for discussion. We simulated the 232

HTS-coated conductor at various conditions and found that both 233

effects can be clearly observed and explained by using B and J 234

profiles. 235

Fig. 5 shows the B and J profiles of the HTS-coated conductor 236

carrying a constant transport current of 10% Ic , while exposed 237

to a magnetic field of different amplitudes Bpeak . It is easy to 238

notice that when Bpeak increases, the B profiles (dash-dot line 239

and solid line) are driven further apart, resulting in an increase of 240

the area enclosing the amount of traversing flux. The J profiles 241

are almost identical at increasing field amplitudes, with the cur- 242

rent density gradually decreased due to the field dependent Jc 243

(B). Together, B and J profiles explain the field effect: dynamic 244

loss increases, because more flux traverses the coated conduc- 245

tor when the external magnetic field increases, even though the 246

coated conductor carries the same current. It is worth mention- 247

ing that although the B profiles are displaced further apart at 248

higher field amplitudes, their individual shapes remain nearly 249
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Fig. 5. B and J profiles of an HTS-coated conductor carrying a constant
transport current of 10% Ic , while exposed to a magnetic field of different
amplitudes, Bp eak = 30–60 mT. Definitions of lines and shadowed areas are
the same as Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. B and J profiles of an HTS-coated conductor carrying different trans-
port currents It= 50%–90% Ic , while exposed to the same magnetic field,
Bp eak = 20 mT. Definitions of lines and shadowed areas are the same as Fig. 4.

identical, because they are essentially determined by the J pro-250

files (self-magnetic field) which do not change much.251

Fig. 6 shows the B and J profiles of the same coated conductor252

carrying different transport currents, while exposed to the same253

magnetic field. In this case, the B profiles are not driven apart254

but shifted away from each other due to the increasing current.255

The enclosed area increases and contains more traversing flux. 256

Meanwhile, J profiles change due to the increasing transport 257

current. Consequently, the current effect involves both increases 258

of flux and current, which result in a faster increase of dynamic 259

loss compared to the field effect, as illustrated by Fig. 3. 260

V. CONCLUSION 261

Dynamic loss in an HTS-coated conductor is difficult to pre- 262

dict, since it only exists under certain conditions which heavily 263

depend on both dc transport current and ac magnetic field. For 264

the first time, we have developed a numerical model employing 265

T formulation, which enables the accurate simulation of dy- 266

namic loss in a perpendicular magnetic field and shows close 267

agreement with experimental results. At high transport current 268

of 90% Ic and high external magnetic field above 40 mT, the 269

model can accurately depict the nonlinear rapid increase of the 270

dynamic loss, which arises due to flux-flow loss as Ic (Bpeak ) 271

falls below It . 272

The model can also calculate the distributions of magnetic 273

field and current density within the coated conductor wire. We 274

obtained these distributions for an HTS-coated conductor at 50% 275

Ic at 20 mT, which can clearly show the magnetic flux traversing 276

the coated conductor that causes dynamic loss. In addition, we 277

used the model to simulate an HTS-coated conductor: 1) carry- 278

ing constant current in different magnetic fields and 2) carrying 279

different current in the same field. Results show that the amount 280

of flux traversing the coated conductor increases in both cases, 281

but due to the increasing field and current, respectively. These 282

results clearly demonstrate the change of dynamic loss and its 283

dependence on transport current and magnetic field. 284
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Numerical Modeling of Dynamic Loss in
HTS-Coated Conductors Under
Perpendicular Magnetic Fields

1

2

3

Quan Li, Min Yao, Zhenan Jiang, Chris W. Bumby, and Naoyuki Amemiya4

Abstract—High-Tc superconducting (HTS)-coated conductors5
are a promising option for the next-generation power devices. How-6
ever, their thin-film geometry incurs dynamic loss when exposed7
to a perpendicular external ac magnetic field, which is difficult8
to predicate and estimate. In this paper, we propose and verify a9
numerical simulation model to predict the dynamic loss in HTS-10
thin-coated conductors by taking into account their Jc –B depen-11
dence and I–V characteristics. The model has been tested on a12
SuperPower YBCO-coated conductor, and we observed a linear13
increase of dynamic loss along the increasing field amplitude after14
the threshold field. Our simulation results agree closely with ex-15
perimental measurements as well as an analytical model. Further-16
more, the model can predict the nonlinear increase of dynamic loss17
at high current, while the analytical model deviates from the mea-18
surement results and still shows a linear correlation between the19
dynamic loss and the external magnetic field. In addition, we have20
used this model to simulate the distributions of magnetic field and21
current density when dynamic loss occurs. Results clearly show the22
flux traversing the coated conductor, which causes dynamic loss.

Q1
23

The distributions have also been used to analyze the dynamic loss24
when the transport current and the magnetic field increase indi-25
vidually, while the other factor remains constant. The simulation26
analysis on dynamic loss is done for the first time in this paper, and27
our results clearly demonstrate how dynamic loss changes and its28
dependence on transport current and magnetic field.29

Index Terms—Coated conductor, current distribution, dynamic30
loss, magnetic field distribution, perpendicular magnetic field.31

I. INTRODUCTION32

DYNAMIC loss occurs when a superconductor carrying33

dc transport current is exposed to an external alternat-34

ing magnetic field [1]–[3]. This is particularly important to35

high-Tc-superconducting (HTS)-coated conductors, which have36

emerged as a promising option for the next-generation power37

devices, such as rotating machines [5]–[7] as well as associated38

flux pumps [8]–[11], fault current limiters [12]–[14], and power39
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cables [15]–[18]. However, dynamic loss is difficult to predicate 40

and estimate, since it only occurs under certain conditions that 41

depend heavily on transport current and external magnetic field. 42

This makes accurate prediction of dynamic loss a critical issue 43

which has a high impact on the thermal stability of HTS devices. 44

The mechanism of dynamic loss has been explained by [1]– 45

[4]. Analytical models have been proposed to calculate dynamic 46

loss [3], [19] and experimental work has been done on dynamic 47

loss measurements [20]–[23]. However, there is still a require- 48

ment for accurate modeling of the flux and current distributions 49

within the coated conductor wire when dynamic loss occurs. 50

This is important to explain the physical origins of dynamic 51

loss, and to accurately predict its magnitude. 52

This paper introduces a numerical model developed for this 53

purpose. By applying this model, we have simulated the dy- 54

namic loss of a SuperPower YBCO-coated conductor. The mod- 55

eling results are compared with the calculated values from an 56

analytical approximation, as well as experimental measurements 57

of the same coated conductor. Detailed analyses are presented 58

based on results obtained across a wide range of transport cur- 59

rents and ac magnetic field amplitudes. Furthermore, we have 60

simulated the distributions of magnetic fields and current density 61

within the coated conductor wire, which clearly demonstrates 62

the change of dynamic loss. Through this study, we achieved a 63

numerical model to analyze dynamic loss, the results of which 64

can be used to enable the design of effective and efficient cryo- 65

genic cooling systems of HTS applications. 66

II. NUMERICAL MODELING 67

The numerical model was developed using the T formulation, 68

which is based upon the current vector potential T [24]–[26]. 69

Unlike the modeling of bulk superconductors [27]–[29], the 70

thin-strip approximation of the superconducting layer has been 71

applied, since the HTS-coated conductor comprises a thin film 72

(typically ∼1 μm) of superconducting material, which results 73

in a very high aspect ratio (w/ts) in an order of 103 and the 74

thickness can be neglected [30]–[34]. The governing equation 75

of the electromagnetic field in a coated conductor is derived 76

from Faraday’s law as 77

− ∂

∂y

1
σsc

∂T

∂y
= − ∂

∂t

(
μ0ts
2π

∫
1

y − y′ ·
∂T

∂y
dy′

)
− ∂B⊥

∂t
(1)

1051-8223 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. (a) Transport current J, magnetic field B, and definition of coordinates
of an HTS-coated conductor, and (b) modeling of the HTS-coated conductor
under magnetic field B along its cross section (width: 2 w, thickness: ts ).

where y is the coordinate in the lateral direction of the coated78

conductor, σ is the conductivity, ts is the thickness of the super-79

conductor layer, and B⊥ is the perpendicular component of the80

external magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 1. The current vector81

potential T is defined by the current density J as J = ∇× T .82

There are two terms on the right side of the equation, of which83

the first one is the time derivative of the self-magnetic field gen-84

erated by the transport current given by Biot–Savart’s law, and85

the second one is determined by the external magnetic field.86

The superconducting property is determined by the power law87

E–J characteristic. The equivalent conductivity of the coated88

conductor is derived by89

σsc =
J

E
=

Jn
c

Ec
J1−n =

Jn
c

Ec
(∇× T )1−n (2)

where Ec = 1 × 10−4 V·m−1 . Ohm’s law with this equivalent90

conductivity is used as the constitutive equation as J = σscE.91

When a coated conductor carries a dc transport current under an92

ac magnetic field, the dc current It occupies the superconducting93

layer with width 2iw in the center of the coated conductor,94

leaving the rest with width (1−i)2w free on both sides [3].95

Therefore, the dynamic loss Q can be calculated by96

Q =
∫ (1+i)w

(1−i)w
JEtsdy =

∫ (1+i)w

(1−i)w

J2

σsc
tsdy (3)

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the experimental system for the measurement of
dynamic loss in an HTS-coated conductor, and (b) picture of the system with
an ac magnet and an sample holder (left), and a cryogenic container (right).

where i is the ratio between transport current It and critical 97

current Ic . 98

The current density J is a sheet current as indicated in Fig. 1 99

and its distribution (J profile) along the cross section of the 100

HTS-coated conductor can be described as J(y, t) at moment t. 101

The perpendicular magnetic self-field distribution at the same 102

moment Bs(y, t) can be obtained by Ampere’s law 103

Bs (y, t) =
μ0

2π

∫ 2w

0

J (u, t) du

y − u
(4)

and the total magnetic field distribution (B profile) is 104

Bs (y, t) =
μ0

2π

∫ 2w

0

J (u, t) du

y − u
+ Bpeaksin (2πft) (5)

where Bpeak is the amplitude of the external perpendicular mag- 105

netic field and f is the frequency. 106

III. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT 107

The experimental system we used to measure the dynamic 108

loss is shown in Fig. 2. The system consists of a custom-built 109

ac magnet, which generates a uniform dipole ac magnetic field 110

up to 100-mT peak within the sample region, and a dc current 111

supply that provides 0–300 A to simulate transport current at 112

various load rates. Voltage taps were attached along the wire 113

with a length of 50 mm in between, and the wires were arranged 114
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TABLE I
SPECIFICATION OF THE SUPERPOWER YBCO-COATED CONDUCTOR

Self-field critical current Ic (A) 105.3

Critical current density Jc (×1010 A/ m2 ) 2.63
n-value 22.5
Coated conductor width (mm) 4.0
HTS layer thickness (μm) 1.0
Substrate thickness (μm) 50.0

in spiral geometry to cancel introduced induction [35]. A picture115

of the experimental system is shown in Fig. 2(b), including116

(from left) the ac magnet, a cryogenic container to maintain the117

operational temperature at 77 K, and the power supply. Time-118

averaged dc voltages were measured using a Keithley 2182119

nanovoltage meter at different transport currents. The voltages120

along with the corresponding transport currents were used to121

calculate the dynamic losses. The same set of data was also122

used to calculate the dynamic resistance of the sample, and the123

results can be found in [20].124

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSES125

The numerical model was tested on an HTS-coated conductor126

manufactured by SuperPower, Inc., which is 4 mm wide com-127

prising a 1-μm thin film of YBCO material. Its self-field critical128

current Ic is 105.3 A at 77 K on the 1-μV/cm criterion, and129

n-value is 22.5. The full specification of the HTS-coated con-130

ductor was listed in Table I. A wide range of transport current It131

from 10% to 90% Ic was simulated, and an external magnetic132

field of 26.62 Hz was applied perpendicular to the plain of the133

HTS-coated conductor with a magnitude varying between 0 and134

100 mT.135

A. Validation of the Numerical Model136

The simulation results, along with the measurement results,137

are presented in Fig. 3, in which the dynamic losses are normal-138

ized by the length of the HTS-coated conductor so that all the139

data obtained from simulation and measurement are compara-140

ble. Fig. 3 also plots the calculated values in solid black lines141

based on an analytical method derived from [19], [20] as the142

equation143

Q =
2wfLI2

t

IC
(B⊥ − Bth) (6)

where f is the frequency of the external magnetic field, L is144

the length of the coated conductor (unit length in this paper),145

B⊥ is the perpendicular external magnetic field, and Bth is the146

threshold field, which is given by147

Bth = Bp

(
1 − It

IC

)
(7)

where Bp is the effective penetration field of the coated conduc-148

tor [36], [37], and It/Ic is the load rate of the coated conductor.149

Bp is determined by the B value at the maxima of the Γ curve150

defined by Γ = QBI/B2 , where QBI is the Brandt expression151

for the theoretical magnetization loss in a superconducting thin152

Fig. 3. Comparison of the dynamic losses between experimental measure-
ments, numerical simulation, and analytical expression of (6). The load rate
(It/Ic ) is set at (from top to bottom) 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90%. An ac magnetic
field was applied at 26.62 Hz from 0 to 100 mT.

film exposed to an ac magnetic field [38]. The maxima of this 153

curve can be obtained as 154

Bp = 2.4642
μ0JC ts

π
(8)

where Jc is the current density determined by Ic/(wts) and ts 155

is the thickness of the superconducting layer. 156

At transport currents between 10–50% Ic as presented in 157

Fig. 3(a)–(c), it can be clearly observed that the simulation 158

results, the measurements, and the analytical expression show 159

close agreement throughout the range of the tested magnetic 160

field. The dynamic loss follows a linear correlation with the 161

amplitude of the external magnetic field after the threshold field 162

Bth , which is in accordance with the results presented by [21], 163

[23], [39]. Both the analytical expression and the numerical 164

model can predict the onset of dynamic loss correctly, and depict 165

the loss increase accurately. 166

At higher transport currents of 70% and 90% Ic in Fig. 3(d) 167

and (e), the dynamic loss maintains its linear increase after the 168

threshold field, but deviates from this linear correlation and in- 169

creases rapidly at high field amplitudes. This can be clearly 170

observed at the transport current of 70% Ic when the magnetic 171

field amplitude rises above 80 mT, and at 90% Ic above 40 mT. 172

The rapid increase arises due to the field dependence of the 173

critical current density Jc (B). In this case, the conductor Ic is 174

temporarily reduced below the dc transport current for a short 175
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period of each cycle and flux flow loss arises leading to a rapid176

increase of the dissipated power [20], [40]. The analytical ex-177

pression (see (6)) does not describes this nonlinear increase,178

since it does not include the influence of the field dependent179

Jc (B). Consequently, its result is always linear to the field am-180

plitude, as demonstrated by the black solid lines in Fig. 3. By181

considering the field dependent Jc (B), our numerical model182

can effectively simulate the rapid increase of the dynamic loss.183

At 90% Ic , through simulation, we found that the dynamic loss184

nearly doubles when B increases by 10 from 40 mT, then doubles185

again within the next 10 mT increase. Measurement results are186

a little smaller than simulation since the n-value of the sample187

may drop in strong magnetic fields, but the patterns of nonlinear188

increase are in accordance. Experimental data beyond this point189

are not available, since this rapid increase of loss risks “burning190

out” the samples, which did happen during our measurements.191

Therefore, the numerical model is of special importance un-192

der this extreme condition, when experimental measurement is193

difficult, or even impossible, to carry out.194

B. B and J Profiles195

Distributions of magnetic field (B profiles) and current density196

(J profiles) of the HTS-coated conductor can be obtained from197

the numerical model using (5). One example is presented in198

Fig. 4, when the coated conductor is carrying a transport current199

of 50% Ic in an ac magnetic field of B = Bpeak sin(2πft) with200

Bpeak = 20 mT. B and J profiles are plotted for the two specific201

moments when the external magnetic field reaches its positive202

and negative peak values (B = +Bpeak in dash-dot lines, and203

B = −Bpeak in solid lines). The enclosed area between these204

curves represents the hysteretic flux change within one cycle205

of the periodic B curve. In addition, the B and J profiles in the206

absence of an ac external magnetic field are plotted in dash lines207

as a reference. The B profiles obtained from our numerical model208

agree closely with the theoretical expression in [41]. During each209

cycle, the magnetic flux within the shadowed area between the210

two B profiles travels from region (1) to (2) when the magnetic211

field increases from −Bpeak to +Bpeak , then further travels212

from region (2) to (3) when B drop backs to−Bpeak . Eventually,213

the flux traverses the HTS-coated conductor and causes dynamic214

loss. The width of the shadowed area is proportional to the215

transport current, and it is 50% of the total width 2 w in the case216

of 50% Ic .217

The J profile shows that the dc current is flowing within the218

shadowed area, which maps the effective region of the HTS-219

coated conductor to carry the transport current It . The rest of220

the HTS-coated conductor is occupied by shielding currents221

induced by the external ac magnetic field. The dc current profile222

includes variations arising due to field-dependent Jc (B) and the223

increased magnetic field causes a reduction in Jc , which can be224

observed at either edge of the coated conductor. The B and J225

profiles obtained from simulation enable clear observation and226

explanation of dynamic loss.227

C. Dependence of Dynamic Loss: Current Effect and228

Field Effect229

Both magnetic field and transport current can heavily influ-230

ence dynamic loss [1], [2], which we describe here as “field231

Fig. 4. (a) Distribution of magnetic field (B profile) and (b) distribution of
current density (J profile) of an HTS-coated conductor, at the transport current
of 50% Ic under a magnetic field of B = Bp eak sin(wt) with Bp eak = 20 mT.
The solid lines (blue) are obtained when the external magnetic field reaches its
negative peak (B = −Bp eak ), and the dash-dot lines (red) are at the positive
peak (B = +Bp eak ), with the dash lines (black) at Bp eak = 0 (no external
magnetic field) as reference. The shadowed part in (a) indicates the area that
contains the magnetic flux traversing from region (1) through (2) to (3), which
maps the shadowed belt in (b) where dc current flows and dynamic loss occurs.

effect” and “current effect” for discussion. We simulated the 232

HTS-coated conductor at various conditions and found that both 233

effects can be clearly observed and explained by using B and J 234

profiles. 235

Fig. 5 shows the B and J profiles of the HTS-coated conductor 236

carrying a constant transport current of 10% Ic , while exposed 237

to a magnetic field of different amplitudes Bpeak . It is easy to 238

notice that when Bpeak increases, the B profiles (dash-dot line 239

and solid line) are driven further apart, resulting in an increase of 240

the area enclosing the amount of traversing flux. The J profiles 241

are almost identical at increasing field amplitudes, with the cur- 242

rent density gradually decreased due to the field dependent Jc 243

(B). Together, B and J profiles explain the field effect: dynamic 244

loss increases, because more flux traverses the coated conduc- 245

tor when the external magnetic field increases, even though the 246

coated conductor carries the same current. It is worth mention- 247

ing that although the B profiles are displaced further apart at 248

higher field amplitudes, their individual shapes remain nearly 249
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Fig. 5. B and J profiles of an HTS-coated conductor carrying a constant
transport current of 10% Ic , while exposed to a magnetic field of different
amplitudes, Bp eak = 30–60 mT. Definitions of lines and shadowed areas are
the same as Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. B and J profiles of an HTS-coated conductor carrying different trans-
port currents It= 50%–90% Ic , while exposed to the same magnetic field,
Bp eak = 20 mT. Definitions of lines and shadowed areas are the same as Fig. 4.

identical, because they are essentially determined by the J pro-250

files (self-magnetic field) which do not change much.251

Fig. 6 shows the B and J profiles of the same coated conductor252

carrying different transport currents, while exposed to the same253

magnetic field. In this case, the B profiles are not driven apart254

but shifted away from each other due to the increasing current.255

The enclosed area increases and contains more traversing flux. 256

Meanwhile, J profiles change due to the increasing transport 257

current. Consequently, the current effect involves both increases 258

of flux and current, which result in a faster increase of dynamic 259

loss compared to the field effect, as illustrated by Fig. 3. 260

V. CONCLUSION 261

Dynamic loss in an HTS-coated conductor is difficult to pre- 262

dict, since it only exists under certain conditions which heavily 263

depend on both dc transport current and ac magnetic field. For 264

the first time, we have developed a numerical model employing 265

T formulation, which enables the accurate simulation of dy- 266

namic loss in a perpendicular magnetic field and shows close 267

agreement with experimental results. At high transport current 268

of 90% Ic and high external magnetic field above 40 mT, the 269

model can accurately depict the nonlinear rapid increase of the 270

dynamic loss, which arises due to flux-flow loss as Ic (Bpeak ) 271

falls below It . 272

The model can also calculate the distributions of magnetic 273

field and current density within the coated conductor wire. We 274

obtained these distributions for an HTS-coated conductor at 50% 275

Ic at 20 mT, which can clearly show the magnetic flux traversing 276

the coated conductor that causes dynamic loss. In addition, we 277

used the model to simulate an HTS-coated conductor: 1) carry- 278

ing constant current in different magnetic fields and 2) carrying 279

different current in the same field. Results show that the amount 280

of flux traversing the coated conductor increases in both cases, 281

but due to the increasing field and current, respectively. These 282

results clearly demonstrate the change of dynamic loss and its 283

dependence on transport current and magnetic field. 284
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